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Municipal Benchmarking Study

OVERALL  
RANKING
Edmonton ranks 
second across 
the three areas 
of features, 
approvals 
timelines and 
government 
charges. 
Edmonton 
was one of the 
municipalities 
with the greatest 
number of 
identified 
features deemed 
as beneficial to 
housing supply. 

+126%

National 
Average

Edmonton

+28%

The study assessed municipalities on features, approvals and government charges, drawing out best practices. All cities can learn 
from each others’ experiences, continually improving policies and operations to increase housing supply and affordability.



Approvals Timelines
We estimate typical approval timelines for 
development applications – from complete 
application to planning approval. The nature of
the ‘planning approval’ can take many forms.

7
MONTHS

Municipal Charges
The report provides a high-level overview of government 
charges levied by municipal governments and attempts 
to quantify the costs these charges and fees generate for 
developers, home builders, and ultimately, home buyers. To 
model and estimate the charges and fees imposed by the 
municipalities two development scenarios were analyzed.

HIGH-RISE
$48,581 / UNIT

RANKINGS
Each participating municipality has been assigned a score that combines their performance on planning 
features, approvals timelines and government charges. This ranking provides a snapshot to show which 
municipal governments are leading in which of the three areas at the moment, as well as an overall 
ranking. This ranking does not assess anything beyond what was analyzed and is not reflective necessarily 
of the engagement and cooperation between industry and local governments. Whether at the top or the 
bottom of the list, each city can learn from best practices of others and continue to improve.

Planning Features
We have identified numerous 
features of Canada’s various 
planning systems that may 
positively or negatively influence 
the ability to get new housing 
approved and ultimately built.

82%
Ability to Appeal 

Timeline for Appeal Decision

Appeal Rights Procedure

Review of Submissions

Ability to Apply Online/Digitally

Terms of Reference – Studies 

Plan Reviews on Regular Basis

Minimum Supply of Land

Application Status Tracker

Online Zoning Portal

Guide Showing Requirements

Planning Staff

per 1,000
HOUSING STARTS

LOW-RISE
$37,179 / UNIT

Indirect Costs / Month
Indirect costs estimate the cost
to a developer / landowner for
each month an application is
within the development
approvals process.

$2,327 $1,349
per unit

National Average: 60.7 per 1,000

EMPLOYEES66

per unit



SUCCESSES AND CHALLENGES
To achieve a second place ranking, Edmonton has several elements working well, and a few others 
requiring improvement.   

Many Beneficial Features
Edmonton has the greatest number of identified features deemed as beneficial to encouraging 
housing supply. This includes the ability to appeal land use decisions, mandated timelines for 
appeal decisions to be rendered and others. 

2nd

Online Services
The City of Edmonton’s online portal services have advanced functionality – it is possible to 
apply for pre-application meetings for rezoning, subdivision and development permits. There are 
also online services for submitting various actual planning applications, in addition to building 
permits.

WORKING WELL

NEEDS IMPROVEMENT
Planning Features
Edmonton has all the features enabled but some were not given a full rating (the feature was 
only present under certain conditions) including appeal rights triggered after defined number of 
days, terms of reference for requirements for studies, requirement to review municipal plans on a 
regular basis and requirement to have minimum supply of designated and/or serviced lands.

More Terms of Reference Needed
The checklists made available by the City link to several additional terms of references for certain 
report requirements, but not all documents potentially required in an application process have 
terms of references developed for them.

7/11

Extensive Amount of Information
There are several guides, checklists and terms of references available to help provide builders 
in their application submissions with the City. The guides provide an extensive amount of 
information, along with easy to understand charts and graphs.



Notes
The research for the study was 
completed prior to March 16, 
and therefore prior to the COVID-
related public health measures. 

The rankings only reflect what 
was studied, and the results 
are based on readily available 
or public information. Planning 
systems vary between provinces, 
and implementation of provincial 
planning systems can vary 
between municipalities. The 
results examine things that are 
comparable across the country 
but may not reflect the full 
processes, approvals, or charges 
in this community.

The results are independent of 
of the quality of the relationship 
between the municipal 
government and the residential 
construction industry. 

About the 

CHBA Municipal Benchmarking Study 
www.chba.ca/municipal-benchmarking

The Canadian Home Builders’ Association

The Municipal Benchmarking Study was 
commissioned by the Canadian Home Builders' 
Association (CHBA) and delivered by 
Altus Group. The study compares 23 Canadian 
municipalities, examining how their processes, 
approvals timelines, and charges and fees 
contribute to housing affordability and supply issues 
in major housing markets across Canada. The report 
reads as a report card to show which municipal 
governments are leading in which of the three pillars 
of the study—planning system features, approval 
timelines and government charges. 

“This report is intended to support the 
important conversation with all orders of 
government on major challenges to 
housing affordability and the efficient 
delivery of much needed new housing 
supply. We’ve undertaken this work to 
showcase where municipal governments 
have the policies and systems in place to 
support supply and affordability, and 
provide a path forward for improvements 
where things aren’t working as well.” 

– Kevin Lee, CEO, CHB



LOCAL INSIGHTS
This Local Insights page allows constituent local/provincial associations of 
CHBA to bring out more local context, including any successes, priorities 
and challenges from the report or since the original data was collected.

Economic/Market Conditions

Despite the pandemic creating new challenges, the Edmonton housing market has 
remained strong through 2021, often showing increases in year-over-year residential unit 
sales.  

Current Development Issues

CHBA-ER has been actively involved in discussions with the City of Edmonton on development fees. CHBA-ER 
provided feedback on the proposed 2021 fee schedule and successfully advocated on behalf of our members 
to pause inflationary adjustment fees and fees for Garden Suite Development. CHBA-ER continues to work with 
the City of Edmonton to reduce permit timelines, red tape and increase consistency, including:

• Developing a streamlined process for revision requests for builders needing to change materials and
suppliers due to supply chain issues.

• Supporting the City’s Permitting and Licensing Improvements (PLI) Initiative.
• Meeting monthly with City staff to discuss development trends, permit volumes, and staff resources.
• Hosting educational events including Builder Breakfasts with the City of Edmonton on submitting

complete applications and shortening permit timelines.
• Working with the City of Edmonton on alternatives to proposed On-Street Construction and Maintenance

(OSCAM) permit fees, which would have significant financial implications of $4,000 per dwelling on
average.

• Working with the City to explore alternatives to Tree Protection Permits which do not add time and cost for
members.

The relationships we have built and 
nurtured with the City of Edmonton 
Council and Administration have been a 
valuable asset, as evidenced by a 
successful year advocating for the 
residential construction industry. The 
ability to reach out directly to key 
people in Administration to facilitate 
conversations about increasing 
efficiencies and making it easier to 
invest in Edmonton has clearly made an 
impact for our members.

“

 

”
Laura Bruno, CEO, 
CHBA - Edmonton Region

Additional Context On MBS Results 

CHBA-ER is recognized as a City Building partner and has 
provided feedback on a number of projects which are 
intended to simplify the City of Edmonton’s planning 
framework, including the City Planning Framework, District 
Planning, and the Zoning Bylaw Renewal. 

These transformational City projects provide opportunities 
in the coming years to streamline processes and 
encourage future investment in Edmonton. 



LOCAL INSIGHTS
This Local Insights page allows constituent local/provincial associations of CHBA 
to bring out more local context, including any successes, priorities and challenges 
from the report or since the original data was collected.

Economic/Market Conditions

Despite the pandemic creating new challenges, the Edmonton market has remained 
relatively strong through 2021, often showing increases in year-over-year lot sales.

Current Development Issues

UDI Edmonton Region has been an active player advocating for members on a range of issues and 
opportunities. Examples: working with the Region’s largest municipality the City of Edmonton in a meaningful 
and respective fashion on a Proposed Fee Schedule at a time of COVID and a Slowing Economy, resulting in 
the City tabling a non-inflationary fee adjustment for 2021. Additionally, improving approval timelines, 
reducing unnecessary regulations and policy requirements (red tape reduction) were Priority Focus Areas of 
Improvement, specifically:

“

”

Additional Context On MBS Results 

UDI-ER and its 163 Members are recognized as a Key 
City Builder and Partner in furthering the Edmonton 
Metro Region’s economic, environmental, and social 
well-being by Working Together based on Trust and 
Respect. By focusing on trusting relationships, strategic 
initiatives like Edmonton’s City Plan and Off Site Levy 
Review were tangible examples of what can be 
accomplished. 

Edmonton’s Metro Region encompasses 
13 Municipalities with the largest being 
the City of Edmonton. Relations and 
Relationships form a solid foundation 
providing UDI Edmonton Region with an 
ongoing ability to Work Together, based 
on Trust and Honesty, with Edmonton and 
twelve Regional Municipalities. At the end 
of the day, we must together continue 
finding and eliminating inefficiencies thus 
making Edmonton and Region Conducive 
to Investment.

Rick Preston, Executive Director, 
UDI-Edmonton Region

• A comprehensive Off Site Levy Review resulting in an acceptable suite of changes balancing Industry
Capabilities and City Requirements.

• Providing the Edmonton and Region key publications entitled Growth is City Building and Building Our
City Together.

• UDI ER provided the Region with a Regulatory Burden Paper aimed at spurring discussion on a timely
need for a review of the plethora of regulations facing our Industry.

• Monitoring and where appropriate the Edmonton Metropolitan Board on four key EMRB Projects posing
impacts on our Industry: Shared Investment for Shard Benefit, Regional Agricultural Master Plan and
Metropolitan Region Servicing Plan.

• Providing support to the City of Edmonton on its Permitting and Licensing Initiatives.
• Monthly meetings with the City of Edmonton’s Leadership to discuss Items of Mutual Importance.




